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An improvement of a perturbation theory lemma by M. M. Skriganov which
gives an upper bound to the shift of eigenvalues is presented along with other
related theorems. These results are also compared with Temple's inequality and
the generalized Temple's inequality. Applications to spectral theory of differential
operators, inverse spectral theory, and quantum mechanics are included. In con-
junction with the Rayleigh-Ritz method, a method for bracketing the eigenvalues is
developed. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
I. INTRODUCTION
Suppose the spectrum of the self-adjoint operator T 0 is known while the
spectrum of the operator T 0 q V is unknown. If T 0 q V is bounded from
below, the Rayleigh-Ritz method may be used to obtain upper bounds of
 wthe eigenvalues; however, lower bounds are more difficult to obtain see 1,
x.2 . Temple's inequality provides a method for bounding the perturbation
of the lowest eigenvalue of such an operator even when the perturbation V
w xis unbounded 3, 4 . Although Temple's inequality is optimal it requires the
input of a trial function. Typically this trial function is the eigenfunction of
the unperturbed operator. In a similar way the generalized Temple's
w xinequality 4, 5 may be applied to bound the perturbation of other
5 5isolated, nondegenerate eigenvalues even when V s `. The weaknesso p
of this procedure is that the eigenvalue must be nondegenerate and, again,
a trial function must be input. A method called the minimization of the
w xvariance method 6 is based on Temple's inequality and the Rayleigh-Ritz
method. Tight two-sided bounds may be obtained by this method, but only
with a considerable amount of computation.
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When the perturbation is nonnegative and T 0 is semibounded, methods
have been developed for obtaining lower bounds for the bottom of the
w xspectrum 7]13 . Along with the Rayleigh-Ritz upper bounds, a bracketing
of these eigenvalues may be obtained. Some methods only apply to the
N  < <. w xcase where the perturbation is of the form  1r x y x 12, 13 .i, js1, i/ j i j
w xAronszajn's method 9, 10 and the method of truncation which is a
w xmodification of Aronszajn's method 7, 8 require that the spectrum of
some intermediate operator be obtained which may be difficult. Although
the bracketing method developed in this paper only applies to bounded
perturbations, nonnegativity is not required and the numerical scheme is
very simple.
The results here also give insight into situations where the first few
eigenvalues may be only slightly perturbed and yet the operator norm of V
5 5 0is large. When V - `, the spectrum of the operator T q V can beo p
0 5 5expected to be shifted from that of T by no more than V . A lemmao p
w xby Skriganov 14 which proves that in certain situations the size of the
5 5perturbation is much less than V may be improved to yield eveno p
tighter bounds on the perturbation.
II. MAIN RESULTS
On a Hilbert space H let T be a self-adjoint operator of the form
0 0 5 5T s T q V, where T and V are also self-adjoint and V - `. Leto p
 4  04 0 0E and E respectively denote the eigenvalues of T and T . If Pj j
denotes any spectral projection of T 0, we define
V s P 0VP 0 q I y P 0 VP 0 q P 0V I y P 0 q I y P 0 V I y P 0 .  .  .  .
' V q V q V q V , 1 .11 21 12 22
respectively.
THEOREM 1. With the preceding notation suppose for j s J that P 0VP 0 s 0
 . 0 0i.e., V s 0 , where P denotes the spectral projection of T onto the11
 0 0 .  0.inter¨ al I ' E y r, E q r for some r ) 0. Also suppose that s T l IJ J
5 5 5 5consists of a finite number of eigen¨alues, and that V s V Fo p o p12 21
5 5a V where 0 - a F 1. Then if there exists a positi¨ e number q such thato p
 .5 52 q q V F r, theno p
a 2 2 2
0< < 5 5E y E F q q 2 ln 1 q q y 1 V . . o pJ J  / /4 q q
w xProof. Using the methods of regular perturbation theory 1, 2, 15 ,
 . 0make a one-parameter family of self-adjoint operators by T t s T q tV,
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  .4  .0 F t F 1. Let E t denote the eigenvalues of T t , with normalizedj
 .  .eigenfunctions w t . The functions E t are continuous piecewise differ-j j
entiable functions and
dEj s w t , Vw t . .  . .j jdt
The Hilbert space may be decomposed using P 0 into H s P 0H and1
 0.H s I y P H. Thus2
w t s P 0w t q I y P 0 w t ' F t q F t , 2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .J J J 1 2
and
T 0 s P 0T 0P 0 q I y P 0 T 0 I y P 0 ' T q T . 3 .  .  .1 2
Also note that V s V q V q V , since P 0VP 0 s 0. Applying P 0 on12 21 22
 0 .  .the left on both sides of the eigenvalue equation T q tV f t sJ
 .  .  .  .E t f t and using 1 ] 3 , one obtainsJ J
T F t q tV F t s E t F t . .  .  .  .1 1 12 2 J 1
 0.If one applies I y P on the left on both sides of the eigenvalue
equation, one obtains
T F t q tV F t q tV F t s E t F t , .  .  .  .  .2 2 21 1 22 2 J 2
 . w  . x  .  .and so tV F t s E t y T y tV F t . Solving for F t gives21 1 J 2 22 2 2
y1
F t s yt T q tV y E t V F t ' ytR t V F t , 4 .  .  .  .  .  .2 2 22 J 21 1 21 1
 .where R t is the resolvent of T q tV .2 22
 .  .Now T H s 0 and V H s 0, thus the spectrum of T has the2 1 22 1 2
 0 0 .property that s l E y r, E q r s B. Now turn on the perturbationT J J2
5 5V . Then the spectrum of T q tV is shifted less than t V . Thiso p22 2 22
implies that the spectrum of T q tV on H does not intersect the2 22 2
 0 5 5 0 5 5 . 0 5 5interval E y r q t V , E q r y t V . Since E y t V Fo p o p o pJ J J
 . 0 5 5E t F E q t V this implieso pJ J
1 1
0 0I y P R t I y P F - . 5 .  .  .  .
5 5 5 5r y 2 t V q q 2 y 2 t V .o p o p
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Now we have
dE t .J s F q F , V q V q V F q F .  . .1 2 12 21 22 1 2dt
s F , V F q F , V F q F , V F .  .  .1 12 2 2 21 1 2 22 2
s yt F , V R t V F y t R t V F , V F .  . .  .1 12 21 1 21 1 21 1
q t 2 V R t V F , R t V F . 6 .  .  . .22 21 1 21 1
But because of the self-adjointness, the first and second terms in the last
 U .expression are identical note V s V , and thus21 12
dE t .J 2s y2 t F , V R t V F q t F , V R t V R t V F . .  .  . .  .1 12 21 1 1 12 22 21 1dt
7 .
< 0 < 1 <  . < 5 5 5 5 5 5Using E y E F H dE t rdt dt and V s V - a V giveso p o p o pJ J 0 J 12 21
2 5 5 2 2 5 5 3a V a V1 o p o p0 2< <E y E F 2 t q t dtHJ J 2 25 5 /q q 2 y 2 t V . 5 50 o p q q 2 y 2 t V . o p
2 t t 212 5 5s a V q dto pH 2 /q q 2 y 2 t0 q q 2 y 2 t .
a 2 2 2
5 5s q q 2 ln 1 q q y 2 V . 8 .  .o p / /4 q q
5 5Note. Skriganov assumes that r ) 4 V with a s 1 and proves thato p
< 0 < 5 5 2E y E F 4 V rr. If q s 2 and a s 1, we may compare with Skri-o pJ J
5 5 2ganov's result, which is that the perturbation is bounded by 4 V rr -o p
5 5 5 5V . With the improvement one gets approximately 0.44315 V whicho p o p
 .  . .  .is a better result. If q ) 1 then f q s 1r4 q q 2 ln 1 q 2rq q
  . .1r2 q y 1r2 is less than 1rq. Since lim f q y 1rq s 0, it may beq ª`
< 0 <  2 .5 5more practical to use E y E F a rq V for large q.o pJ J
We also have the following immediate result:
5 0 0 5 0THEOREM 2. Suppose for j s J that P VP s e , where P denotes the
0  0 0 .spectral projection of T onto the inter¨ al I ' E y r, E q r for someJ J
 0.r ) 0. Also suppose that s T l I consists of a finite number of eigen¨alues,
5 5 5 5 5 5and that V s V - a V where 0 - a F 1. Then if there existso p o p o p12 21
 .5 5 .a positi¨ e number q such that 2 q q V q e - r, theno p
a 2 2 2
0< < 5 5E y E F q q 2 ln 1 q q y 2 V q e q e . 9 .  . .o pJ J  / /4 q q
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Ä 0 0 Ä5 5 5 5Proof. Consider V s V y P VP and note that V F V q e .o p o p
Ä 0 Ä 0 Ä ÄThus Theorem 1 applies to V since P VP s 0, V s V , V s V , and12 12 21 21
Ä .5 5q is such that r ) 2 q q V . Thuso p
a 2 2 2
0Ä Ä< < 5 5E y E F q q 2 ln 1 q q y 2 V . o pJ J  / /4 q q
a 2 2 2
5 5F q q 2 ln 1 q q y 2 V q e . .  .o p / /4 q q
0 0 Ä5 5 5 <Since P VP s e , then E y E F e and hence the result follows.o p J J
THEOREM 3. Let T 0 be a self-adjoint operator which is bounded from
 4  04 0 0below. For j G 1, let E and E denote the eigen¨alues of T q V and T ,j j
respecti¨ ely, in increasing order, counting multiplicities. Suppose for j F J that
P 0VP 0 s 0, where P 0 denotes the spectral projection of T 0 onto the inter¨ al
w 0 0 .  0.I ' E , E q r for some r ) 0. Also suppose that s T l I consists of a1 j
5 5 5 5 5 5finite number of eigen¨alues, and that V s V - a V whereo p o p o p12 21
 .5 50 - a F 1. If there exists a positi¨ e number q such that 2 q q V - r,o p
then
2 5 5a V o p0E y E F . 10 .j j q q 1
Proof. Let T 0f 0 s E0f 0 and thus the eigenspace, H s P 0H, associ-j j j 1
 04 J 0 0ated with I has eigenbasis f . Since P VP s 0, then for all c g H ,j js1 1
  0 . .  0 . 0 0c , T q V c s c , T c . Thus the eigenvalues of T s P TP are also1
 04 J  . 0E . By the Rayleigh-Ritz technique, the eigenvalues E t of T q tVj js1 j
 . 0satisfy E t F E , that is, the eigenvalues are not perturbed upward.j j
 .Now follow the logic in Theorem 1 up to 5 . Since the spectrum of H2
w 0 0 5 5 .  .does not intersect E , E q r y t V , then, in place of 5 , we haveo p1 j
1 1
0 0I y P R t I y P F s . 11 .  .  .  .
5 5 5 5r y t V q q 2 y t V .o p o p
Therefore
2 5 5 2 2 5 5 3a V a V1 o p o p0 2E y E F 2 t q t dtHj j 2 25 5 /q q 2 y t V . 5 50 o p q q 2 y t V . o p
a 2
5 5s V .o pq q 1
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III. DISCUSSION AND APPLICATIONS
A. Comparison with Temple's Inequality and Generalized Temple's In-
 0.equality. Suppose the spectrum of s T intersected with interval I s
 0 0 .  04 5 5 0E y r, E q r is only E and that r ) V . Then if f is used as ao p1 1 1 1
 0 0.test function and f , Vf s 0, Temple's inequality indicates that1 1
f 0 , V 2f 0 .1 10E y E F . 12 .1 1 5 5q q 1 V . o p
 .5 5 The value of q is determined by the condition 2 q q V - r thuso p
 .5 5 < 0 < .q q 1 V is a lower bound for E y m where m - E . Generallyo p 1 2 2 2
 0 2 0.we may bound f , V f since for any normalized f,1 1
2 5 5 2f , V f F V . 13 . . o p
 .When additionally 13 is used, then Theorem 3 and Temple's inequality
give the same result with a s 1. One of the advantages of these results
over Temple's inequality is that they give similar bounds when E0 is1
degenerate. The other advantage is that if P 0VP 0 s 0 or is small on a
larger interval about E0, then tighter bounds are possible.1
 0 0. 0Now let J ) 1. If f , Vf s 0, f is used as a test function, theJ J J
 0 0 . 0interval I s E y r, E q r contains only the eigenvalue E , a s 1, andJ J J
5 5 w xr - V , then the generalized Temple's inequality 4, 5 gives a bettero p
 . < 0 <bound than Theorem 1, indicating when 13 is used that E y E FJ J
5 5  .  .5 5V r q q 1 , where q q 2 V - r. Again, one advantage of Theo-o p o p
rem 1 is that it applies when the eigenvalue is degenerate. If P 0VP 0 s 0
or is small on an interval about E0 which includes other eigenvalues, or ifJ
a - 1, these results give improved bounds on the size of the perturbation.
B. Perturbation of a One-Dimensional Laplacian Operator. Let T 0 s
2 2 w xyd rdx on the interval 0, 1 with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let
 . 5 5V s V x s 100 cos 100p x so that V s 100. In applying Temple'so p
 . 5 5inequality, 12 cannot be used since r - V . Instead we useo p
0 0 2 0’  . < <f s 2 sin p x as a trial function in E y E F f, V f r E y m . An1 1 1 1 2
< 0 < 2upper bound for E y m is 3p q 100. Thus the bound from Temple's1 2
 2 . 0inequality is greater than 5000r 3p q 100 f 38.58. Thus with f as a1
trial function. Temple's inequality does not give a small bound on the
perturbation.
Let P 0 be the projection of T 0 onto the eigenspace associated with
 2 . 0 0the open interval 0, 2500p . The condition P VP s 0 is easily verified
since the eigenfunctions are sine functions. Thus Theorem 3 applies and
5 5 5 5since V s V s 50 we may choose a s 1r2. The condition r )o p o p12 21
 .5 5 2 22 q q V will also be satisfied for eigenvalues p . . . 2401p foro p
different values of q. For example, apply Theorem 3 to E0 s p 2. Then q1
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0  . . .may be chosen to be 244.64 and hence E y E F 1r4 0.004071 100 s1 1
 .0.1018. Using numerical methods shooting method with Runge-Kutta ,
E f 9.82 and so the actual shift is E0 y E f 0.05. Table I compares the1 1 1
theoretical bound of the shift with the approximate value found numeri-
cally by the shooting method.
C. In¨erse Spectral Theory. The inverse spectral problem for operators
of the form
d2
y c x q V x c x s lc x .  .  .  .2dx
with self-adjoint boundary conditions at x s 0 and x s 1, consists of de-
 . w xtermining the potential V x from the spectrum 16]18 . In general, due to
 .isospectral sets V x cannot be constructed unless additional information
is given. If the potential is symmetric with Dirichlet boundary conditions a
 . w xunique solution for V x exists 14 . A practical version of this problem is
 . w xthe reconstructing of V x from finite spectral data 19 . The implications
5 5of Example B to this problem is this: V cannot be determined witho p
finite spectral data. This fact is probably known, but Example B makes it
.clear.
w x 0 2 2D. One-Dimensional Harmonic Oscillator 20 . Let T s ydrdx q x
 . 0on L R , whose eigenvalues are given by l s 2n q 1, n s 0, 1, . . . , `2 n
 . y1 r2. x 2  .  .and whose eigenfunctions are f x s e H x where H x is an n n
Hermite polynomial. Let P 0 be the projection onto the eigenspace associ-
 0 1 504 0  .ated with eigenvalues l , l , . . . , l of T , i.e., the interval y`, 103 .0 0 0
TABLE I
Shifts of eigenvalues
0 2 2n E f E s n p Theoretical bound Actual shiftn n
1 9.82 9.87 0.1018 y0.05
2 39.43 39.48 0.1019 y0.05
3 88.78 88.83 0.1021 y0.05
4 157.86 157.91 0.1024 y0.05
5 246.69 246.74 0.1028 y0.05
10 986.91 986.96 0.1060 y0.05
20 3947.79 3947.84 0.1212 y0.05
30 8882.59 8882.64 0.1593 y0.05
40 15791.32 15791.37 0.2847 y0.05
49 23695.80 23696.92 2.850 y1.12
50 24624.01 24674.01 50.00 y50.00
51 25672.0 25670.84 2.788 1.16
60 35530.6 35530.58 0.2399 0.02
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Let
x 2 < <e P x , if x F 1 .101V x s .  < <0, if x ) 1,
 . w x 0 0where P x is a Legendre polynomial 21 . The condition P VP is101
easily verified since products of polynomials of degree less than or equal to
  .  .  .4fifty can be written as a linear combination of P x , P x , . . . , P x0 1 100
a n d h e n c e t h e i n t e g r a l
H1 H x V x H x eyx
2
dx s H1 100 a P x P x dx s 0. .  .  .  .  .y1 n m y1 is0 i i 101
5 5 0In this example V s e. For the first eigenvalue l s 1 we can leto p 0
q s 35.52. Applying Theorem 3 with a s 1, gives l0 y l F 0.0745.0 0
E. Separable Potentials in Rn. Let
n
V x , . . . , x s a cos 100p x . 1 n i i
is1
0 w xn 0and T s yD on 0, 1 with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let P be the
0  2  . 2 .projection of T on the interval y`, 2500p q n y 1 p . Then one
easily verifies the condition P 0VP 0 s 0.
0 n  .2 2In this case E s  j p , where j is a positive integer. Thisn is1 i i
eigenvalue is often degenerate. Consider the perturbation of one of these
eigenvalues E0, where E0 - 2500p 2. If this eigenvalue is p-fold degener-n n
ate, the perturbation will possibly split it into p nondegenerate eigenval-
ues. Let E be one of these perturbed eigenvalues. Then with a s 1r2 wen
5 5 n < <may use Theorem 3 with V s  a . For example, consider theo p is1 i
perturbation of the lowest eigenvalue with n s 3 and a s a s a s 10.1 2 3
5 5 2Then V s 30 and q f 830 so that 3p y E - 0.00903.o p 1
F. Radially Symmetric Potential in R 3. Consider the Schrodinger equa-È
 . 3 w xtion yD y 1rr c s Ec on R . One can separate variables 20 taking
 .  .  .  2 . . 2 ..c r, u , f s u r Y u , f resulting in y 1rr drdr r durdr ylm
 .   . 2 .1rr u q l l q 1 rr u s Eu. The eigenvalues do not depend on l and
are given by E0 s y1r4n2 for n s 1, 2, . . . , and the unnormalized eigen-n ’0 l 2 lq1 y1 yrr 2’ .functions are given by c s r L n 2 r e . The degree ofn nql
l 2 lq1 y1’ .r L n 2 r is n y 1. Consider now the perturbationnq l
U’ ’y 2 2 rke e P r , if r - 1 .2001V x s .  0, if r G 1,
U  . w xwhere P r is the shifted Legendre polynomial 21 of degree 2001. Let2001
P 0 be the projection onto the eigenspace associated with E0 for n sn
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1, 2, . . . , 1000. The condition P 0VP 0 s 0 is easily verified since the product
’y 2 r 2of two functions in this eigenspace times the factors of e and r
would yield a polynomial with degree less than or equal to 2000. Note that
5 5 0V s k. For E take r s 0.24999975 and assume that k -o p 1
0.24999975r4. Thus q s 0.24999975rk y 2 is greater than or equal to 2.
Under these conditions with a s 1, we have
k 2
0E y E F .1 1 0.24999975 y k
For example, if k s 0.01 then E0 y E F 0.000417. This perturbation1 1
function oscillates rapidly with 2001 zeros between r s 0 and r s 1. Thus
this shows that small fluctuations in the potential may have little effect on
the bottom of the spectrum.
IV. METHOD FOR BRACKETING EIGENVALUES
Let T 0 be a self-adjoint operator bounded from below and let V be a
bounded, self-adjoint perturbation of T 0. Let the bottom of the spectrum
of T 0 consist of eigenvalues E0 F E0 F ??? F E0 with corresponding1 2 J
eigenfunctions f 0, f 0, . . . , f 0. Let P 0 be the spectral projection of the1 2 J
separable Hilbert space H onto the eigenspace of T 0 associated with
w 0 0 xE , E .1 J
Ä 0 0 0 0Step One. Find the spectrum of T s T q P VP on P H. This is a
Ä Äfinite dimensional matrix problem. Denote this spectrum by E F E F1 2
Ä??? F E . By the Rayleigh-Ritz theory, it is known that the eigenvalues ofJ
0 ÄE of T q V satisfy the relations E F E provided there are i eigenvaluesi i i
of T 0 q V.
Step Two. Shift the spectrum by replacing V with V s V y k ink
such a way that the spectrum of T 0 s T 0 q P 0V P 0 does not intersect thek k
w 0 .interval E , ` . The value of k may also be chosen in order to reduceJq1
5 5V y k .o p
5 0 0 5 5 0 0. 5Step Three. Compute V y P V P , V y P V P , ando p o pk k k k 12
Äa . For eigenvalue E , compute r and q. Theorem 3 may be used to obtaini
0 0  0 0.bounds on the perturbation of T s T q V s T q V y P V P , sincek k k k k
0 0 0. 0the perturbation term satisfies P V y P V P P s 0. Thus a bound tok k
k k Ä .the quantity E y E y k may be attained. Since E s E y k we havei i i i
Äa bound on the quantity E y E .i i
5 0 0 5 5 5In Step 3, one may use the inequality V y P V P F V qo p o pk k k
5 0 0 5 5 0 0 5P V P . The value of P V P can be approximated numerically.o p o pk k
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0 2 2 w xEXAMPLES OF METHOD. Let T s yd rdx on y1, 1 with Dirichlet
boundary conditions and let V s x 2. Let P 0 be the projection onto the
eigenspace associated with the first four eigenvalues of T 0 which is
w 2 2 xassociated with the interval p r4, 4p . Using the inverse power method
Äthe value of E is approximately 2.5969325. Applying the method with1
0 0 Ä5 5k s 0.5 yields V y P V P - 0.88. For E , r s 59.58809, and thuso pk k 1
Äq s 65.7137. Using a s 1 yields E y E - 0.0132. By the shooting method1 1
the actual shift is approximately 10y5.
0 < < 0For the same T let V s x and let P project onto the eigenspace
w 2 2 x 5 0 0 5associated with p r4, 9p . Use k s 0.5. Then V y P V P - 0.886.o pk k
Using a s 1 yields the following bracketing: 2.75602086 F E F1
2.76268727.
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